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SOFTWARE IN THE OIL INDUSTRY 
M C Turnill 
Computer Services Department, Britoil, Glasgow, UK 

Abstract 

The paper reviews the challenges of today's oil industry 
which is dominated in Europe by offshore production. Some 
of the key computer applications are examined, discussing new 
software development methods which have been adopted in 
order to achieve significant reduction in development times. 
The range of modern software development tools is considered, 
with the decreasing impact of traditional programming languages 
such as COBOL and FORTRAN. The use and benefits of non 
procedural languages are also discussed together with some 
views on their relevance to high energy physics. The paper 
concludes with a look into the not-too-distant future, 
stressing the need for new approaches to software development 
and improving the facilities for information handling. 

1. Introduction 

Computing technology now plays a vital role in the oil 
industry, after nearly a century of exploration and production 
using no more than slide rules. 

The major impact has come in the last decade, following 
the necessity of developing offshore fields which require 
advanced engineering techniques and vast capital sums (over 
$2000m) for each platform of which nearly 50% is directly 
attributable to manpower costs. 

The pressure of the large capital decisions, and the high 
daily revenue (often exceeding $5m) have led to the widespread 
use of computers in order to improve productivity and to 
maximise the revenue. 

In addition to these pressures, the falling cost of hardware, 
and the high expectation levels of our young, computer trained 
engineers, means that the computing department within an Oil 
Company must respond by producing systems faster, make them 
more usable and more flexible than ever before. 

This paper takes a look at the industry, the use of computer 
technology together with its challenges and the attempts being 
made to meet these challenges. The views set out below are 
those of the author and while they are inevitably flavoured 
by the activities in his own organisation, it is believed they 
also reflect the wider concerns of the industry. 
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2 THE OIL INDUSTRY AND COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY 

Today computing technology affects the workings of nearly 
every department within an oil company and every stage 
in the life of a major off-shore project. 

During the initial exploration stages, large quantities of 
data are collected during seismic surveys, and the analysis 
of each survey will require many hours of CPU time, often 
using array processing techniques. At the next stage more 
data is captured during test drilling in which measurements 
(logs) are taken from a a variety of instruments lowered in 
the hole. The use of computer techniques to analyse these 
logs reduces decision times to a few days, and yields 
more accurate estimates of quality and quantity of oil in 
place. 

During the planning and development of an off-shore platform 
computers are used to provide up-to-date network plans of the 
project and the inter-dependancies between the many phases. 
As the platform design progresses a whole variety of numerical 
simulations are carried out, for example, examining the 
stresses within the structure, and optimising the design of 
the processing plant. Finally during the production stage 
computers are used to provide a constant flow of management 
information on materials, costs and timescales to aid decision 
making. 

Modelling the oil reservoirs' expected and actual performance is 
also a crucial application requiring large-scale computational 
tools which enables engineering managers to make decisions 
regarding the best development strategy, by optimum placement of 
each production or injection well. Each such decision will 
involve over $ 2 m. and ultimately affects the total recover-
ability possible from the field. 

Thus the all pervasive effect of computer technology requires 
a strategic plan of the facilities which are needed to meet the 
users requirements, and these depend upon four vital ingredients -

- the people 
- the environment in which they work 
- the projects they undertake 
- the technology available 

which are examined in turn, looking at the challenges which 
each creates. 

3 THE USERS 

For the purposes of studying the types of computer systems 
we can divide users into three main categories: 

- 'workers' 
technical decision makers (or 'professionals') 
strategic decision makers (senior management). 
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6.1 'Worker Systems' 

6.1.1 Systems for Offshore Projects 

The main problems encountered in the early platforms 
were often excess or shortage of material (through 
lack of timely information) or late material delivery. 
To attack these problems new systems have been developed 
which are based on interactive terminal systems to 
replace the earlier, ineffective, batch systems. 

The systems adopted form a pattern of six feeder 
systems which exchange information with a central 
project co-ordination system (figure 1). 

Each system is however self-contained and 
can operate in its own right. The terminals can be 
located anywhere with connections to the telephone 
system which allows siting not only in the company's 
HQ but also in construction sites, storage yards etc. 
Two of these systems are: 

a. Steel Control System 

A central feature is a 'material' database, from 
which regular, on-demand exception reporting can 
be obtained. Details of all orders are entered 
'on-line' directly into the database so that the 
system operates in real time. Over 50,000 tons 
of steel are involved in a major platform. Each 
steel plate ordered is indexed by the tonne, 
grade and quality and in addition, has a unique 
serial number, with specification dimensions, 
with harth and cast numbers. This linking of 
plates to their related documentation is of 
vital importance to the systems success. The 
steel is shipped to a variety of storage yards 
in construction sites and the system is designed 
to: 

- prevent delays in construction schedules due 
to material shortages on individual sites 

- minimise surpluses and hence costs 
- maximise the use of steel off-cuts 
- audit deliveries 

b. Control of Equipment and Material System 
(CEMS) 

Purpose is to monitor all material (other than 
steel) as it passes through a complex 
manufacturing sequence, covering purchasing, 
expenditure, movement and audit trail. A crucial 
factor in this system is use of the Shell MESC 
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assignment codes which uniquely identifies over 
50,000 different items of material. This enables 
coding procedures to be standardised, and allows 
enquiries which are simple to construct. The 
final result is ability to track material 
through the procurement cycle and to record its 
exact location at any point in time. 

6.1.2 Platform Systems 

Many platforms require nearly twice as many staff as 
the early estimates to operate successfully, because 
of: 

- constant engineering improvements and maintenance 
- complex operating set up 

Serious efforts are now being made to reduce the 
operational staff by installing computerised monitoring 
equipment to allow centralised control of the platform. 
The techniques, ostensibly used in refineries for some 
years, have only recently become applicable to 
platforms since the advent of highly reliable micro-
based instruments and very small but powerful 
computers. These have to operate in the cramped and 
complex environment of the platform top-side which 
is usually constructed off-shore in a series of box 
modules. Typically the computer systems (such as 
Ferranti Argus 700 or DEC PDP-11) will monitor many 
hundreds of flow meters, instruments, fire and gas 
alarms. 

6.1.3 Use of Micro-Computers 

Stand alone micros have also been used successfully 
offshore and in one example used to monitor the flow 
of oil through the 12 mile pipeline from the 
BEATRICE platform to the Nigg Terminal. The oil 
from Beatrice is very heavy and has a tendancy to 
solidify at normal temperatures - it is therefore 
important to maintain sufficient pumping pressure at 
the platform to keep the oil moving. A micro was 
used to predict the pumping pressure during start-up 
of Beatrice and after any shutdowns. The advantage 
of the micro solution was its portability and 
indépendance from an unproven communications network 
at the time of platform commissioning. 

6.2 Decision Support Systems 

6.2.1 Reservoir Simulation 

North Sea reservoirs have proved to be far more 
complex in their geological structure than the on
shore fields in the U.S. and the Middle East. This 
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has made their development (from a fixed location) 
extremely difficult and requires an accurate numerical 
model in order to attempt predictions of oil recovery, 
and the placement of each production or injection 
well. One of the more successful models is a three 
dimensional, three phase (gas, oil and water) fully 
implicit model called PORES, which uses finite diff
erence methods to solve the partial differential 
equations describing the fluid flow in the reservoir 

The size of the model depends upon the number of 
active blocks in the reservoir, (inactive blocks being 
eliminated to save space). Typical models are 
2-3,000 blocks, while large reservoirs such as Ninian 
require 8,000 blocks or more. (Such a block size 
still implies a mesh size of 1/2 km!). For the larger 
models it is not unusual to hit the virtual limit of 
8 M/b in an IBM 3033, to have run time in excess of 4 
hours for 5-10 year simulations, and generate very 
large output files of 20 Mb or more. The scale of 
these simulations has now reached the stage where 
traditional programming techniques are hampering 
the engineers ability to assimulate the results 
quickly and easily. 

6.2.2 Financial Reporting 

The success of any large company depends upon an 
accurate financial reports, showing current n venue 
and expenditure, both on project basis and against 
the Corporate Profit and Loss Account. Until 
recently these batch suites were written entirely in 
COBOL (eg. 100,000 lines) and were very unwieldy, 
timeconsuming and expensive to modify. This caused 
frustration among the finance managers who felt that 
the data processing department was unresponsive and 
problematical. To address these problems new 
methods are now being tried using non-procedural 
languages. 

6.3 Strategic Information Systems 

Systems for senior managers have in the past frequently met 
with failure because the technology posed problems for the 
manager, rather than solved his need for up-to-date 
information. The senior manager requires to have access to 
a considerable amount of summary data not only relating to 
to his own company but also to its partners and competitors, 
and hence seeks systems which provide the information as a 
normal business tool. 

Three examples of typical management systems are set out 
below to which solutions are still being developed. 
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6.3.1 Corporate Information Library 

Two questions posed by managers might be "show me a 
list of the North Sea licenses held by company X and 
their development record to date", or "what are the 
current corporate assumptions being made on 
inflation and price movement?" 

To meet this need the relevant information must be 
extracted from the appropriate decision support 
systems and placed on a regular basis into a 
Corporate Information Library. Key Corporate 
assumptions also need to be defined in this library 
so that consistency is maintained. Simple business 
graphics facilities, preferably in colour, are a 
preferred means of presentation. 

6.3.2 Corporate Financial Model 

UK oil tax is extremely complex, now requiring 
four inter-dependant layers, resulting in taxation 
at the 80-90% level. These taxes are usually altered 
every year in some major way, and such changes can 
critically affect new investment on development 
decisions. To make such decisions requires a corporate 
financial model, which includes all current projects 
and all tax models both past and present. The 
answers are critically dependant on assumptions made 
about inflation, oil price and exchange rates which 
may also be varied as part of the simulation 
process. The need is for a terminal interface to 
pose the questions, although the calculations 
themselves do not need to be performed in real time. 

6.3.3 Rig Scheduling 

The growth of off-shore exploration has made 
drilling rig availability a critical factor in 
being able to start exploring new areas. A 
simple system is required to give a manager up-
to-date availability information. 

7 THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT PROBLEMS 

Over the last decade there has been a rapid and fundamental 
shift in computer technology which now makes software development 
costs the predominant factor in providing computer solutions. The 
rate of technological change seems to be accelerating rather than 
slowing down and these changes are now spreading the use of 
computers into all walks of life. 

The computing industry, in the midst of worldwide recession, is 
still confidently predicting a compound annual growth rate of 
25% and more. If this growth rate is applied to existing data 
processing staff the result in 10 years time would be economic 
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nonsence. Tunis means that the software designers have no 
option but to respond to the challenge of reducing the manpower 
effort required for each application. 

Examination of the existing applications in the oil industry 
show that there are (at least) six key problem areas to be 
tackled - which are: 

i the need to provide an environment which suits the user 
both in functionality and ease of use. 

ii the need to reduce (or eliminate) the high re-development 
costs, resulting from the changes in technology. Users 
will no longer tolerate the current three year re
development cycle. 

iii ability to build or adapt applications very quickly to 
meet changing business needs. The aim should be days 
rather than weeks or months. 

iv to design data structures which permit easy flow of data 
either upwards to senior management, or across functions. 

v to allow use of micros or distributed computers in such a 
way that local development remains compatible with an over
all strategy, and allows integration into the network if 
required. 

vi to ensure that software becomes adaptable to distributed 
hardware functions. 

8 TOWARDS A SOLUTION 

Introducing new development methods can only take place effect
ively in the context of an integrated approach to user work
stations, networking, software tools, and hardware. 

8.1 The User workstation 

The workstation available to the user is usually a key 
factor in the success of any system. It provides his 
interface to the system and must encompass the facilities 
he needs. 

The reduction in the cost of terminals against manpower 
costs has been dramatic in recent years and Workstation 
policy therefore has to be the cornerstone in DP strategy, 
the key issue being to provide each user with just one 
terminal on his desk at a reasonable cost, which performs 
the combination of functions which he requires (figure 2). 
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a. worker Systems 

Most registration systems require facilities for full 
screen operation in which data can be entered on a menu 
basis, often directly into the database. 

These users may also need business graphics, with a hard 
copy facility while secretaries will need word process
ing, electronic mail and other office products. 

b. Decision Support Users 

Will require the greatest range of facilities 
possibly all of these shown in figure 2. This includes 
medium or high quality colour graphics for presentation 
purposes. Also requires browsing features on 132 column 
screens to scan large print volumes. May also carry out 
own program development, and include intelligent 
terminals for personal use. 

c. Management Users 

Require terminals which are easy to use, preferably with 
medium quality colour graphics. 

8.2 Networking 

It is essential that the computer facility should be seen 
as a utility service which can be freely accessed from any 
location. Until recently such utility networks have been 
created using special purpose hardware and software (eg. 
CERN, British Steel etc), which carry a high development 
and maintenance cost. 

An alternative is to create networks based upon the new 
micro based statistical multiplexers (such as CASE) and 
utilising PTT leased lines. Britoil now has the largest 
such network in the UK (although small by comparison with 
many purpose built networks). Any terminal is able to 
access any of the local procesors (HP3000) or the central 
IBM mainframe facilities. The latter connection is 
achieved through an IBM Series I running the Yale ASCII 
system which allows all HP terminals to access the IBM 
using 3270 emulation. The interHP links are based upon HP 
DS software which allows both file transfer and virtual 
terminal usage. The HPvs can communicate to IBM either a 
batch (MRJE) link or the interative (IML) link. 

The main limitation has been line speeds - but wide band 
circuits are now anticipated within the next year. The 
strategy has been to use industry standard components, 
accepting the limitations imposed for the saving in 
manpower costs. 
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8.3 Software Development Tools 

The normal systems development approach is to 
follow a set of standards covering 

- feasibility study 
- functional specification 
- design reports 
- construction 
- testing and implementation 
- system handover 

The first three stages are agreed by the user and 'signed 
off as a frozen specification. From this point the system 
is constructed and implemented by the data processing depart
ment and some time later (months?) is handed over to the 
user. Traditionally, the entire suite would be built in 
COBOL or FORTRAN with about 58% of the total development 
time spent in the construction phase. 

It is now possible to reduce the amount of code produced in 
the construction phase by using the wide range of available 
software tools thus reducing the importance of the 
traditional languages. 

These tools can be used in each of the four main system 
components i.e. data interfaces, input, computation and 
reporting. Taking each in turn, some examples of software 
available for HP & IBM equipment are given below. 

Data Interfaces 

The use of standard data base tools gives greater 
flexibility and make it easier to link systems together, 
and provide improved mechanisms for input and output. The 
choice is wide and selection should be made to meet the 
size of the problem. 

Examples: IMAGE/3000, IDMS, FOCUS, STATUS 

Input 

Having chosen an appropriate database system input can be 
performed using full screen systems, usually mapping directly 
into the database. 

Examples: VIEW/3000, IDMS/DC, FIDEL, SPF/DIAJJUG MANAGER 

Reporting 

Most database systems contain standard reporting tools 
which use English-like commands which give dramatic savings 
in coding, and are easy for non programmers to learn. 

Examples: FOCUS, OLQ, QUIZ, RAPID, VIEWDATA 
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Computation 

The traditional languages such as COBOL or FORTRAN are still 
excellent for carrying out numerical computation. However 
special languages such as EPS-FCS are ideal for financial 
modelling and also yield substantial savings in effort. 

8 . 4 FOCUS - A Non Procedural Language 

FOCUS has been conceived (by Information Builders) as a 
complete COBOL replacement, and is based on a relational 
database which caters for both simple and complex 
interconnected files. FOCUS itself is interpretative and 
written in FORTRAN. There are eight principal modules 
(figure 3) which can be used on all aspects of the 
construction phase, covering screen input, data management, 
reporting, graphics, statistics etc. 
The use of the term 'non-procedural' implies an English-like 
syntax, which allows considerable flexibility in ordering of 
VERBS and OBJECTS. Data objects are either defined in the 
file descriptions, or implicitly by their usage. The language 
is record orientated, and within the records the field values 
can be used freely in computational expressions that may 
contain normal FORTRAN intrinsic functions. However, it is 
much harder to perform computation across records, and the 
lack of array structures make FOCUS less attractive for some 
forms of technical work. 

A simple example is shown below. This takes the file PROD, 
containing records with seven fields: 

PROD-TYPE Name of Product 
AREA Geographical Area 
CUSTOMER Name 
MONTH 1-12 
UNITS No. Shipped 
AMOUNT Cost 
FACTOR Adjustment Factor 

which are defined to FOCUS through the records maintenance 
language. The user can then input the following typical 
report request directly from the terminal: 

TABLE FILE PROD 
SUM AMOUNT OVER UNITS AND 
COMPUTE RATIO = AMOUNT/UNITS ; 
ACROSS MONTH FROM 1 TO 3 
BY AREA 
IF AREA IS EAST OR NORTH OR SOUTH 

END 
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"OVER" ensures that 'UNITS' and 1 RATIO' appear under 'AMOUNT' 
"ACROSS" means tabulate months across the page 
"BY" means sort by area 
"IF" condition includes only three geographical areas 
"FROM" takes only first three months 
"COMPUTE" calculate new quantity for each erea 

This produces the following report: 

MONTH 

AREA 
1 2 3 

EAST AMOUNT 3000. 4250. 3040. 
UNITS 100 150 190 
RATIO 30.00 28.00 16.00 

NORTH AMOUNT 5140. 6150. 9180. 
UNITS 254 345 240 
RATIO 19.00 14.00 41.00 

SOUTH AMOUNT 8180. 9250 4750. 
UNITS 340 350 150 
RATIO 41.00 30.00 32.00 

The FOCUS graphics package allows simple histograms, pie-charts, 
bar-charts and scattergrams to be produced in a similar manner. 

8.4.1 FOCUS Usage 

FOCUS is extremely good for 'registration' or 'accounting' 
functions, such as machine accounting, personnel 
records, keeping track of experimental data, financial 
records etc. It is however currently less attractive for 
detailed numerical calculations, which will normally 
require FORTRAN or COBOL routines to be interfaced to the 
FOCUS code. 

One of the most dramatic effects of introducing FOCUS has been 
to put some of the programming tasks back into the user depart
ment. Rather than have the user request the data processing 
dept. for a formal change, which then goes through a series of 
lengthy procedures the user can now produce new variations 
on reports quickly and easily. Such 'code' should be 
minimal and regarded as potentially 'throw away'. Although 
'Throw-away' programming has not yet arrived, it could be 
within sight! 

Information Builders are also currently implementing FOCUS 
on the IBM personal computer which could prove a very 
attractive facility. 
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A brief study has looked at possible use of FOCUS within 
high energy physics. While it should be possible to 
read data summary tapes, the event selection criteria could 
only be based on very simple tests such as V-zeros, inside 
target, and charge conservation. Calculations of momentum 
or effective masses could only be carried out by embedded 
FORTRAN. It therefore appears that its best uses are likely 
to be keeping track of experimental data, high level data 
summaries after main computation is complete, or in project 
reporting systems. 

8.5 Graphics Facilities 

Graphics is now seen as an essential facility by most 
departments within an oil company. While a few worker 
systems require graphics (eg. platform systems), the main 
requirement is for facilities which aid decision making. 

Commercial and management users are normally content with 
medium quality business graphics, including piecharts, 
histograms and simple line graphics. Colour is often 
preferred although inessential, and hardcopy a must. This 
need can be met by a variety of standard software (eg. 
EASY/CHART or DSG on HP3000,FOCUS on IBM). The ability to 
embed graphics into a text report, which can be output on a 
laser printer is seen as a vital facility. A substantial 
demand also exists for automated overhead slide production. 

Technical users on the other hand often require high 
quality high resolution colour graphics as a day-to-day 
tool. Two new graphics standards are now emerging (GKS, 
CORE) and packages such as DI3000 can be successfully used 
as machine indépendant base library. Since each user 
department has its own jargon and requirements, a front end 
graphics language is needed to provide a user friendly 
interface, which will allow graphs to be merged, labelled, 
annotated or shaded as required. 

Two dimensions is still adequate for most CAD work, which 
can be met by variety of standard packages (eg. DRAGON). 

8.6 Office Systems 

Are a vital part of the future. The many new products 
appearing (such as HPMAIL, PROFS etc.), together with 
possible use of local area networks is making it difficult 
to choose the best method of integration and most companies 
are still finding their way forward. 

8.7 Micros 

The uncontrolled spread of micros, acquired as 'office 
equipment1 is one of today's key problems and may be 
tackled successfully by selecting multi-purpose workstations 
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which can be linked to the network, and setting guideline 
standards for micros in terms of: 

- function 
- connectability (eg. 3270 compatibility, RS232) 
- local software (CP/M, UCSL, FORTRAN, BASIC VTSICALC, 

Graphics etc). 

9 DEVELOPMENT METHODS 

9.1 Worker Systems 

The successful integration of the Capital Project 
systems, has been largely due to extensive use (on 
HP3000) of V/3000 for screen input, IMAGE for database 
work and QUIZ for reporting, thus making major savings 
in COBOL code produced. 

Initial result with FOCUS systems on the mainframe show 
that savings up to 5:1 can be made in the construction 
phase (implying an overall saving of 2:1). This has to 
be traded against increased machine development costs 
(up 1.7), and increased production running costs (up by 
3). One of its attractive features is the ease of 
learning, for example the reporting features can be 
understood by both programming staff and non-programming 
staff in about two days. 

9.2 Decision Support Systems 

The methods used for constructing large numerical 
simulations have hardly changed in the last ten years. 
Development and maintenance costs are frighteningly 
high, and leadtimes very long. The FORTRAN code 
produced today is better structured and more modular but 
still contains serious inflexibilities because it yields 
large, unwieldy serial files, and large print volumes 
(eg. 250,000 lines). Thus, while major advances in 
physical simulations have been achieved in many 
disciplines, due to improved mathematical techniques 
increased computing power - the engineer or physicist is 
seriously hampered in his ability to analyse his results 
quickly. 

To tackle this problem the basic building blocks are now 
being re-examined to determine whether some of the new 
software tools can be used, to give improved input methods 
(replacing card orientated input) and more flexible 
reporting systems. There is a clear need to separate the 
phases of input, computation and output more rigorously. 
This will make it easier to use special techniques in the 
computation phase if they are required (eg. array process
ing) . Any further attempts to enhance FORTRAN should now 
(in the authors view) be restricted to improvements in 
this area since the languages's strength continues to 
be in its computational features. 
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The use of graphics as an alternative tool to scanning 
heaps of printed output is also vital. The development of 
sophisticated graphics workstations (at a reasonable 
cost), is now essential and possible contenders for 
this are APOLLO, PERQ, etc. Significant development 
effort will be needed to integrate these new workstations 
into existing applications. 

9 . 3 Strategic Management Systems 

VIEWDATA techniques for paged data bases are now becoming very 
attractive as a solution to the problem. Instead of building 
monolithic data base schemes it may be far better to extract 
data from the lower level systems into paged data base which 
can be called in a very simple manner using a key pad. This 
minimises computer jargon facing the manager and may well allow 
use of colour television monitors in the $2,000 range. 
Considerable effort is now being invested in integrating 
VIEWDATA techniques with existing computer technology - terminals 
data-base and graphics. Ideally, the same (cheap) terminals 
might also be used for other office functions such as MAIL, etc. 

The problems inherent in this type of system are often organisat
ional, rather than technical both at management level and the 
support level. One approach to the support problem may be to 
create an 'Information Centre' whose sole purpose to maintain 
the data in the managerial database and to co-ordinate the linkage 
to the various systems. 

9 . 4 Systems Analysis Productivity 

New tools such as FOCUS successfully attack the construction 
phase, but still leave a substantial time in the rest of the 
systems analysis cycle. It should be possible to attack this in 
a variety of ways such as: 

- avoiding over-specifying the application 
- prototyping 
- allowing end-users to produce own reports 
- using data dictionaries 
- automating the documentation (HELP features, word processing, 

use of laser printing) 

Traditional methods suffer from freezing the specification too 
early. Building a prototype using systems such as FOCUS and then 
approaching final agreement with the user more slowly seems much 
more likely to lead to satisfaction than the system delivered six 
months after the specification was frozen. 

New applications will rarely be stand-alone and the use of 
data dictionaries to ensure consistent data definition and 
assumptions appear to be a key tool for control. 
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10 HARDWARE STRATEGY 

Most companies need to provide a set of facilities which will 
allow for natural systems growth - which will probably include: 

- central number crunching and mass storage 
- distributed power where it is required 
- network which allow visibility of all systems 
- network which permits attachment of micros etc 
- single terminal policy 

and to minimise support costs these should use industry 
standard components wherever possible. The key to forward 
planning is to choose manufacturers who have total commitment to 
maintain forward development of their operating systems so that 
the applications base can be carried forward at minimal cost. 

11 THE FUTURE 

Over the last decade there has been a dramatic fall in the cost 
of providing a professional user with a terminal. This cost, 
made-up of the terminal together with connection costs at both 
ends is already under 10% of the employee's cost to his organi
sation. The impact has been to extend the number of terminals 
very rapidly so that ratio of terminals to professional staff is 
now between 8:1 and 10:1. With falling costs it is anticipated 
that given equivalent productivity benefits, the ratio will 
probably reach 4:1 by 1987, and that within this decade, a 
composite terminal for voice, text, video etc. will finally 
replace the telephone. 

To meet this challenge the data processing function has to create 
a hardware and software environment in which the three main 
functions of COMPUTING, COMMUNICATIONS and OFFICE SYSTEMS are 
fully integrated. While technical problems still remain to be 
solved, it is likely that many will also suffer from serious 
organisational problems because these functions have traditionally 
always been very indépendant of each other. 

12 CONCLUSIONS 

The biggest challenge facing the oil companies is the rapid 
technological changes which are taking place which will affect 
the business methods in use and hence the organisational 
structure itself. 

The high redevelopment costs caused by these changes are becoming 
increasingly unacceptable and the driving force must be to 
improve productivity by reducing code produced, and improving 
system flexibility. 

Much effort has in the past been put into language standards -
and equal effort is now needed for new standards in communications, 
the new software tools, and graphics facilities. 
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Finally, the training of both new and existing staff in the new 
concepts is a vital task to ensure that old hands adapt to new 
ways of working and that next year's graduates arrive with an 
understanding of today's technology. 
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QUESTIONS 

MR. R. BOCK CERN 

• Q > Are the software tools mentioned by the speaker commercially available? 

• A — > The speaker answered in the affirmative and stressed that the company 

tends to use commercial software whenever possible. 

MR. C . JONES CERN 

• Q > How was it possible to convince the management to provide terminals for all 

the professionals that have need of them? The same attempt seems to have failed in 

certain areas at CERN. 

• A — > A terminal:person ratio of 1:8 is accepted now. The cost of reducing this 

ratio can be justified provided that the information flow works. Getting a system for 

senior managers to work is essential. 

MR. J . HUTTON RUTHERFORD APPLETON L A B O R A T O R Y 

• Q — > How good are the estimates of the time taken to develop a given software 

project? 

• A — > The estimates are good but the speaker cannot be quantitative. 

MR. D .K . MARETIS UNIVERSITY OF OSNABRUECK 

• Q > How can the development time needed for a system developed with Focus be 

compared to the time needed if an other language had been used? 

• A — > Some parts of the systems have been in parallel in Focus and in COBOL. 

MR. D. WILLIAMS CERN 

• Q — > The total cost of our oil platform quoted by the speaker is 2000 M$ how 

much is spent on computing services? 

• A — > The amount is estimated to be 2M$ per year , over a period of 5-7 years. 


